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Donahue, Kate
From:

chriswale@btconnect.com

Sent:

Tuesday, June 15, 2010 4:10 AM

To:

Donahue, Kate

Subject: Your customers wouldn't settle for this in their homes

SO WHY EXPECT THEM TO SETTLE FOR WOBBLY
WINDOWS?
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Believe it or not, some window companies are having to send out teams of fixers on a
daily basis to try to even out customers unaligned Georgian bar or spacer creep into
the sight line, that completely spoils the appearance of their brand new energy rated
windows.
The problem is of course that it's not easy to hand place a grid evenly when you're
using foam edges. It might look OK on the table (eventually) but once the unit is
assembled and glazed it is very often a different story. Someone once said (rather
colourfully) that it's like trying to nail a wriggling worm to a door.
Good luck with that then.
And when customers see red if their Georgian bar doesn't line up - you'll see red in
your accounts ledger.
The answer is to completely eliminate human error together with the inherent
problem of trying to form a rigid grid out of wobbly foam.
Intercept Blackline Warm Edge spacer system from GED offers a totally automated
alternative that positively locks Georgian bar securely in place for the life of the
window.
Now we're talking.
Because Intercept Blackline is a metal alloy it can be precision cut or drilled
automatically so that the polymer clips that hold the Georgian bar snap into position.
And stay there.
What's more, because Intercept
sightline either. Neat eh?
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Blackline is U-shaped it doesn't intrude into the
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That's why Intercept
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Blackline has the industry's lowest Callback rate.

Oh yes, it's also Warm Edge.
Find out how Intercept Blackline automation can increase your production rate,
eliminate Callbacks, and keep both your customers and your Financial Director happy.
Email Chris Wale now or call 0781 577 6089

Intercept

Blackline. Absolute maximum performance.
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